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About This Game

Dream is a reflection of one’s mixed growing tracks, even those are far away memories. What if someday you could enter your
dream? What if you could enter some others’? 5d3b920ae0
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save her from dreams

I quite like this type of game. Making with low-poly characters. Firstly, the Story simply express the normal relationship
between a couple. See through the life of characters, there are some plots reflects on me. And.I was moved! What's More, I like
the soundtrack along the game. Full of details!!. Something like the Man move pipe in Water Scene, the Man walk on sand-
storm weather with wind sound. More stuff should that other players experiences their own.. Final thing, I expect Next Episode,
and hope it won't be that long time to come out.. I quite like this type of game. Making with low-poly characters. Firstly, the
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Story simply express the normal relationship between a couple. See through the life of characters, there are some plots reflects
on me. And.I was moved! What's More, I like the soundtrack along the game. Full of details!!. Something like the Man move
pipe in Water Scene, the Man walk on sand-storm weather with wind sound. More stuff should that other players experiences
their own.. Final thing, I expect Next Episode, and hope it won't be that long time to come out.. I enjoy the art and BGM, but
the game mechanic still need improve. The overall gameplay is short, and you must notice the details, solve the puzzles to get
another ending. I think the purpose of this game is not just walkthrough, it seems have other meanings.. I enjoy the art and
BGM, but the game mechanic still need improve. The overall gameplay is short, and you must notice the details, solve the
puzzles to get another ending. I think the purpose of this game is not just walkthrough, it seems have other meanings.
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